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epic scaled agile framework May 14 2024 epic an epic is a significant solution development initiative due to their
considerable scope and impact epics require the definition of a minimum viable product mvp 1 and approval by
lean portfolio management lpm portfolio epics are typically cross cutting typically spanning multiple value streams
and pis
epics atlassian Apr 13 2024 summary an agile epic is a body of work that can be broken down into specific tasks
called user stories based on the needs requests of customers or end users epics are an important practice for agile
and devops teams
epic definition meaning merriam webster Mar 12 2024 1 a long narrative poem in elevated style recounting
the deeds of a legendary or historical hero the iliad and the odyssey are epics 2 a work of art such as a novel or
drama that resembles or suggests an epic 3 a series of events or body of legend or tradition thought to form the
proper subject of an epic
what is an agile epic best practices template example Feb 11 2024 an agile epic is a useful tool in agile project
management used to structure your agile backlog and roadmap simply put an agile epic is a collection of smaller
user stories that describe a large work item consider an epic a large user story
epics stories themes and initiatives atlassian Jan 10 2024 epics stories and initiatives are precisely the tools you ll
need to do so by understanding how these popular agile and devops methodologies help organize work your team
can strike a healthy balance between structure flexibility and launching rockets into space
epic definition characteristics examples development Dec 09 2023 epic long narrative poem recounting
heroic deeds although the term has also been loosely used to describe novels such as leo tolstoy s war and peace
and motion pictures such as sergey eisenstein s ivan the terrible in literary usage the term encompasses both oral
and written compositions
epic synonyms 169 similar and opposite words merriam Nov 08 2023 synonyms for epic magnificent glorious
majestic massive monumental imposing grand proud antonyms of epic humble unimpressive modest ordinary
average common unheroic mediocre
what is an epic in agile resources scrumalliance org Oct 07 2023 an epic is defined by scrum alliance as a large high
level piece of work that is too big to be completed in a single work iteration or sprint learn about epics in agile
project management
what is an agile epic 2024 asana Sep 06 2023 an agile epic is a tool used in agile methodology to break down
large goals into more manageable tasks learn the benefits and how to create an epic
what is an epic jira cloud atlassian support Aug 05 2023 an epic captures a large body of work performance
related work for example in a release it s essentially a large user story that can be broken down into a number of
smaller stories an epic can span more than one project if multiple projects are included in the board where the epic
is created
how to write epic and agile epic examples scrumdesk Jul 04 2023 epic can represent a large high level yet
functional unit of the product for example in scrumdesk we have epics backlog plan work reports in the app you can
find parts and modules which are called the same way as a given epic
what is an epic in agile complete guide with examples Jun 03 2023 what is an epic an epic is a feature or
functionality consisting of multiple building blocks and scenarios epics are derived from themes or initiatives and
can be segmented into smaller pieces called user stories an epic can span across multiple sprints teams and even
projects
epic english meaning cambridge dictionary May 02 2023 a book or movie that is long and contains a lot of action
usually about a subject from the past literature an epic is also a long poem about events in the past often involving
gods or kings and queens the iliad is the most famous greek epic
what is an epic definition and examples college of Apr 01 2023 today the word epic is an adjective that means
something like big grandiose extreme or awesome it s usually used for positive qualities but it can also be
employed to indicate intensity like in the epic fail memes that were so popular in the early 2000s
what is an epic in agile definition and examples productplan Feb 28 2023 what is an epic in agile
development an epic represents a series of user stories that share a broader strategic objective when several epics
themselves share a common goal they are grouped together under a still broader business objective called a theme
epic definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 30 2023 an epic is a long book poem or film whose story
extends over a long period of time or tells of great events the middle high german epic nibelungenlied written
about 1200 at three hours and 21 minutes it is an over long standard hollywood epic
what is an epic user story agile alliance Dec 29 2022 an epic is a large user story that cannot be delivered as
defined within a single iteration or is large enough that it can be split into smaller user stories there is no standard
form to represent epics
epic examples and definition of epic as a literary device Nov 27 2022 an epic is a long narrative poem that is
elevated and dignified in theme tone and style as a literary device an epic celebrates heroic deeds and historically
or even cosmically important events
epic definition meaning dictionary com Oct 27 2022 epic definition noting or pertaining to a long poetic composition
usually centered upon a hero in which a series of great achievements or events is narrated in elevated style see
examples of epic used in a sentence
epic definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Sep 25 2022 an epic is a long poem or other work of art
celebrating heroic feats after you sail around the world for seven years fighting corruption and planting vegetable
gardens some poet will surely write the epic of your adventures
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